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Chen saw the disdain and sarcasm in Charlie’s expression, and said coldly: “It seems that you don’t
understand martial arts at all! Six-star martial artist, in the entire mercenary world, there are no ten
people! It is easy to kill you!”

“Oh?” Charlie said with a smile: “Many people want to kill me, but no one has succeeded so far. Why
are you so confident that you can kill me?”

Chen sternly said: “Just kill one rubbish like you, even if there are a hundred like this, I can still kill it!
My strength, you rubbish, it is impossible to understand!”

Charlie nodded, and said perfunctorily, “I know, what kind of six-star warrior of yours, isn’t it just that
the odd meridian and eight meridians have six channels?

I think your seventh meridian also seems to be open, then When your seventh article is opened, will
you be renamed Ladybug Seven Stars?”

Charlie’s ridiculous sentence instantly solidified Chen ‘s entire expression!

He looked at Charlie with an incredulous expression on his face, and his voice was a little stuttered:
“You…how did you see it?

Are you also a martial artist?! Why can’t I see your cultivation level?!”

Charlie smiled and said, “I said I have piercing eyes, do you believe it?”

Chen ‘s heart suddenly became nervous, and at the same time he was thinking repeatedly in his heart.

“I don’t know how capable this surnameWade is, but at this time, there is no way to turn around! If I
don’t kill him today, then I will be exposed about killing the government commander.

In that case, the Wanlong Palace is here. The Syrian plan is about to abort completely!”

Thinking of this, Chen gritted his teeth, staring at Charlie, and said coldly: “You can see my true
strength, you do have something! But it’s useless to keep your eyes alone! A good fist is the most
fundamental thing! Preparation! Take it to death!”

After Chen said, with a low growl, he quickly punched Charlie with all his strength.

This fist was extremely fast and powerful, and even with bursts of gāng wind, the fist roared to
Charlie’s door in the blink of an eye.

If an ordinary person gets this punch, I’m afraid the entire skull will be shattered.

But Charlie showed no sign of hiding.



Instead of hiding, instead of gathering the aura in his body with his right hand, he was ready to
stubbornly punch Chen ‘s punch at any time.

Chen saw Charlie not hiding, his face was already grinning.

With this punch, he has exhausted all his strength, even if the strength of the all Army has reached the
eight-star warrior, he did not dare to resist.

Although there is a huge difference in strength between an eight-star warrior and a six-star warrior,
this difference is mainly reflected in speed, strength, and overall attack power.

As for the body’s defense capabilities, there is no qualitative leap.

Therefore, Chen felt that he was determined to win this punch, and he would definitely kill Charlie
completely!

However, weird things happen very quickly!

Chen discovered that at the moment when his heavy punch almost reached the door of Charlie’s face,
a black shadow suddenly appeared in front of his eyes.

Immediately afterwards, his right fist suddenly seemed to be smashed by a few tons of iron ball.

With a bang, Chen ‘s entire fist face was instantly shattered, and even the bones of his arm broke!

Chen felt the extreme pain in his arm, and found in despair that Charlie’s fist was actually the black
shadow in front of him!

It turned out that Charlie’s fist directly hit Chen ‘s heavy fist.

I thought that this was at least the tragic sight of Mars hitting the earth, but who would have thought
that the result would be as easy as a hammer smashing a walnut!

Charlie’s fist is the hammer, and Chen ‘s fist is like a walnut smashed by an iron hammer!

Charlie ate a lot of Rejuvenating Pills . Although the Rejuvenating Pills could not supplement his aura,
it greatly improved his body. It is generally not an exaggeration to say that it is a copper wall and an
iron wall.

In addition, the right fist has aura. Support is even more indestructible, how can Chen ‘s fist be his
opponent.
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